Phase I (6/1 to 6/26) - This is the electric and communication ductbank and tie-in at existing utility tunnel to west side of Patterson Drive loading dock. Signs stating that the road is closed to thru traffic will be placed on both sides of phase I. Sidewalks will remain open throughout. Loading dock traffic will enter from Rose Street and exit back to Rose Street.

Phase II (6/22 to 6/26) - The small section across loading dock drive entry will be excavated after hours. A steel plate will be placed over the excavation so that the loading dock remains accessible. The ductbank installation and backfill will also occur off hours. Phase I and Phase II will be left in a drivable condition before the start of Phase III.

Phase III (6/29 to 8/14) - This is the electric and communication ductbank constructed from the east side of Patterson Drive loading dock to the manholes west of the Funkhouser Walk intersection. Signs stating that the road is closed to thru traffic will be placed on both sides of phase III. Sidewalks will remain open throughout. Loading dock traffic will enter from Administration Drive and exit back to Administration Drive.